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Suppose you could invite nine serious landscape painters to join you in a familiar middle landscape, one neither too wild nor too built, sit them down facing the same direction, and ask them to paint what they see. Will you get nine identical paintings? No, every element will vary, colors and shapes, perspective and tone, all those details that make a distinctive style and vision. If you know your artists’ other works, you’ll easily match painting to maker. Will you see nine completely different paintings? No, you’ll recognize the same material world in each of them. Will any of them perfectly match your own vision? No. Yet you’ll likely find in each one some perfect evocation of what you see—or learn to see. Or make a list of nine writers active in 1850, doing related work—domestic or sentimental novels, say, or narratives of exploration and settlement in the West, or serious treatments of slavery and race. Imagine you could bring them back to do a single task: write down why they did what they did. You’d be creating a treasure trove. Now: Replace landscape painters and authors long dead with contemporary American nature and environmental writers. Ask them to describe, as the Credo series editors did, what they see, in a form of their choice, and to talk about their essential goals, concerns, and practices—why and how they do what they do. Find a leading literary historian and critic—say, Scott Slovic—to run the show, host and introduce the writers, and list everything else they’ve published. Then (by now you’re not yourself but Emilie Buchwald, publisher of Milkweed Editions) collect and publish all of this in a set of books, one volume for each writer, and plan to continue the series with additional writers as long as you can. You’ll have created the Credo books. The authors of these books, so far, are Rick Bass, Alison Hawthorne Deming, John Elder, William Kittredge, John Nichols, Robert Michael Pyle, Pattiann Rogers, Scott Russell Sanders, and Ann Haymond Zwinge r. Soon John Daniel and Gary Paul Nabhan will join the list. Two to four volumes have appeared each year since 1999, and more are in the works. Inside each book, you’ll find this: A paragraph stating the...
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Will you get nine identical paintings? No, every element will vary, colors and shapes, perspective and tone, all those details that make a distinctive style and vision. If you know your artists’ other works, you’ll easily
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